
 

 

2014 Florida Judges’ Cup Report - Floor Exercise 
 

Level 4 
 There is a step before the scale in the Level 4 routine.  A lunge does not have to be shown 

(but it can be with no deduction) but there must be a step. 
 A lunge position must be shown before the handstand forward roll. 
 There is no chasse between the two cartwheels. 
 The backward roll may be performed with bent arms.  A straight arm backward roll could 

potentially receive virtuosity. 
 Make sure the athletes are holding the scales and headstands. 
 A rebound must be shown after the round-off (or the back handspring if performing the 

bonus). 
 Some gymnasts left out the tuck jump after the press. 

 
Level 5 
• There is no height requirement on the back extension roll. However, it must be done with 

straight arms. 
• Almost all of the gymnasts who performed the pirouette bonus had at least 0.3 off on the skill 

for body position and/or form. 
• The press handstand needs to be held if performing the press bonus. 
• Show a prone position before lowering or rebounding into the arch support. 
• Up to 3 steps before the assemblé.  Some athletes performed more than 3 steps and received a 

0.1 deduction for each additional step. 
 
Level 6 
• A lot of body shape deductions on the handstand pirouette.  
• It is a pike up to handstand, not a tuck up to handstand.  The pirouette should also finish in a 

handstand before lowering down. 
• Show the prone support, then arch support, then straddle stand before the press (or the Endo!). 

Be sure to show everything with good rhythm. 
• The press must be held for two seconds.  A lot of athletes did not hold the press handstand. 
• Up to 3 steps before the assemblé.  Some athletes performed more than 3 steps and received a 

0.1 deduction for each additional step. 
 
Level 7 
• The back extension roll half pirouette should hit handstand with a good body shape. 
• Show the prone support and then arch before the sissone. 
• There should be one step before the 180 degree turn and Swedish fall. Some athletes 

performed multiple steps or no step. 
• Show the prone support, arch, and then straddle stand before the press handstand. Some 

athletes did not show these items and/or pressed directly from a prone support. 
• Up to 3 steps before the assemblé.  Some athletes performed more than 3 steps and received a 

0.1 deduction for each additional step. 
• You have two options for the last bonus: 

• Round-off, back handspring, whip, back handspring, back tuck OR 
• Round-off, back handspring, whip, back tuck. 



 

 

• Some athletes performed the round-off straight into the whip, which is not allowed. 
 
Levels 8-10 
• Routine Construction! Most of the athletes in Levels 8 and 9 are doing too much and receiving 

tons of deductions. Clean up the routines to benefit the athlete. 
• Remember that Level 8 and 9 athletes must dismount with a B skill in order to receive full 

element group credit. 
 
A special thank you to Brian Finnegan for providing data on the Level 5 floor routines. 
 
If you have any questions about Floor, do not hesitate to e-mail me at 
cummings.shane9@gmail.com.  
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
-Shane Cummings 



2015 State Apparatus Leader’s Report 

Judges’ Cup- Pommel Horse 

 
Level 4 

 

Common problems- 

 Insufficient leg separation on pendular swings 

 Low leg cuts 

 Poor form & rhythm breaks on leg cuts 

 Falls & incomplete circles on mushroom 

 Poor form and/or extension on mushroom circles 
 

Note(s) – 

 Pendular swings should maintain wide straddle throughout. Although the text does not 
specify a required angle, my threshold is about 45 degrees. 

 There should be 3 full pendular swings in the routine. A full swing is defined as to the right 
and the left. Any less are deducted as partial missing element. The leg cut should be on the 
same leg that first lifts into the pendular swings 

 The value of the circle in in the mushroom routine has been changed to 2.5. It no longer 
benefits a gymnast with poor circle to simply leave it out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Level 5- 

Common problems- 

 Insufficient leg separation on pendular swings and rear support pendular swing. 

 Low leg cuts (especially on reverse leg cuts) 

 Poor form & rhythm breaks on leg cuts 

 Poor form and/or extension on mushroom circles 
 

Note(s)- 

 Leg separation should be maintained not only on the pendular swings, but between the leg 
cuts as well 

 Remember that bonus # 1 (2 additional circles) MUST be shown in order to get bonus #2 
or #3. A gymnast that does 4 circles and falls cannot get the bonus for ½ spindle or the 
flairs 

 It is VERY easy to get more than .5 off in deductions on the bonus flairs for piking, 
insufficient leg separation, poor form, or some combination of the three. Coaches should 
consider carefully whether it benefits their gymnasts to try this bonus. 

 

Level 6- 

Common problems-  

 Low leg cuts (especially the mount) 

 Insufficient leg separation on false scissors 

 Poor rhythm on the single leg travel 

 Incorrect number of pendular swings (see note) 

 Poor form & lack of extension on PH dismount 

 Poor form and/or extension on mushroom circles 

 Incorrect turn or hand placements on Czechkehre 

 Piking or insufficient leg separation on flairs 

Note(s)- 

 It is important to read the routine to get the correct number of pendular swings. Before the 
1st false scissor they may do 1, 1½, or 2 pendular swings (to make sure they do the false 
scissors in the correct order to dismount properly). Between the false scissors they may do 
½ or 1½ (to make sure they do false scissors in both directions). They must do 1 full 
pendular swing after the 2nd false scissor and before the feint into the dismount. 



 It is also important to differentiate between a czechkerhe and a stockli on the mushroom. 
A number of gymnasts did either 2 czechkehres (in which case there was no bonus awarded 
and .5 for an added part) or 2 stocklis (in which case there was no credit for the czechkehre) 
or the turns and hand positions were so indistinct that the skills were difficult to judge.  
Remember that a czechkehre should turn into a front support on the first ¼ turn and the 
stockli should turn into a rear support on the first quarter turn. 

 There should be one complete circle after the bonus Russian before the dismount 

 

Level 7 

Common problems-  

 Poor form and/or extension on circles 

 Incorrect number of circles (see note) 

 Incomplete turn into and skewing on back loop 

Note(s) 

 This routine may be done in any order with the exception of the ¼ turn – 2 side circles – ¼ 
turn, which must be done together. For example it is perfectly acceptable to mount with 
the backloop and not do it before the dismount 

 Remember that the ¼ turns are different skills from the side circles and the backloop. It is 
very easy to confuse the two and end up doing the wrong number of circles. To accurately 
count them, remember that the (like all other skills on PH) the ¼ turn ends in front support.  

Optionals- 

Common problems- 

 Falls 

 Poor form and/or extension on circles 

 Low amplitude on single leg work (cut, false scissors, scissors) 

 Many problems with handstand dismounts 

 Skewing in longitudinal skills (Magyar, sivado, loop, back loop, etc.) 

Notes- 

 While the majority of circle to handstand dismounts will receive credit no matter how 
poorly they are done (with the .5 deduction), there are some circumstance that will result 
in no credit. 

1. If the circle is not performed from a full circle or circling skill (travel, 
schwabenflank, loop ¼ turn, etc). For example, the gymnast falls and then simply 



jumps up to handstand or the gymnast does a scissor hop and ½ circle to handstand. 
Both would result in no credit for the dismount 

2. If the gymnast goes up to handstand and fails to pass over the horse (this does not 
apply if the gymnast travels or pirouettes into the dismount) 

3. If the gymnasts pushes off his feet into the handstand 

 Understand the math of your gymnast’s routine. For example, you may want to add a Tong 
Fe (D) to your gymnast’s routine. This would add .4 to the SV, But if the gymnast often 
falls for 1.0 or hits the horse for .5, this skill becomes a losing proposition mathematically. 
In other words, doing the skill results in a lower final score than not doing the skill. 

 

 



2014 SGJA Judges Cup‐ Rings Evaluation 

Jordan Thomas 

 

Optionals 8‐10 

In general the routines appeared to be in their very early stages of development. This was 
apparent by obvious routine construction issues and unnecessary skill repetition. 
Some gymnast utilized their legs on the straps towards the end of a press handstand or giant in 
order to achieve the balanced handstand position. All of the Back‐uprise to Straddled planch 
performed obtained deductions for piking, rings turned in, leaning on the straps, and length of 
hold.  
Over‐all, the higher scoring routines utilized the least amount of skills and basic skills, while 
achieving the required level of dismount. 
 
Compulsories 4‐7 
 
General 
 
The Compulsory routines had several common areas where athletes received deductions.  
Some of the deductions included: 
 

 Jumping up to begin the routine with poor form.  

 Improper basic swings 

 Bent arms and lack of rise on Back‐uprises.  

 German hangs with incorrect body positions . 

 Lack of turn out of rings while in support positions.  

 Lack of rise during Dislocates and Inlocates.  

 Releasing too late and lack of rise on Dismounts.  

 Incorrect landings on Dismounts.  

 
Level 4 
 
Overall, the level 4 athletes executed proper basic swings during their routines. There were 
many back lever bonuses attempted but only a few rewarded because of the athletes attempts 
not showing a momentary hold. There were also a high number of stuck landings. 
 
Level 5 
 
Several of the Level 5 athletes achieved at least 2 of 3 bonus skills. Many received bonus credit 
for the back‐lever but incurred a body position or deviation deduction. Some of the gymnasts 
did not achieve the required “feet at ring height” requirement on the 2nd and 3rd back swing. 



 
 
 
Level 6 
 
Back‐uprises received a good amount of deductions with the lack of rise and bent arms. Many 
received bonus credit for the press‐ handstand but incurred deductions for rings turned in and 
leaning on the straps. The athletes overall execution of the required basics were good. 
 
Level 7 
 
The Level 7’s greatest area of deductions were for lack of rise and bent arms during the Back 
Uprise to Straddle “L” and the Back Uprise before the Dislocates. They also showed a lack of rise 
and correct execution during the inlocate and the dislocates before the dismount. 
 
 
 



Judges cup 2014 

Vault report  by Antonio Juan  SAL 

The 2014 judges cup was held at Bay Side Gymnastics on Dec. 13 – 14.  

This year participated on vault: 

 level 4 : 37 gymnasts on the older group session (I did not judge the 2nd  group), level 5 : 68 gymnasts, 

level 6 : 24 gymnasts, level 7 : 14 gymnasts, level 8 : 11 gymnasts, level 9 : 8 gymnasts and level 10 only 5 

gymnasts 

Level 4  The most common mistakes : lack of acceleration on running (38 %) improper or non arm circle 

(25 %), pike body coming in, poor repulsion, legs form, bad body position on post flight; the lowest score 

was 8.05 and the highest 9.8. One gymnast repeated the vault with ‐1.0 on the second attempt. 

Level 5  As well as level 4 more than 25 % have problem with the acceleration and non proper arm circle 

action, another common mistake is the pike body on preflight and shoulders forward on repulsion, 28 % 

had problem with legs form, less than 15 % showed a dynamic repulsion . Regarding stick landing 

remember that on this level gymnasts may receive bonus for land stick or rebound on place or rebound 

and land forward (showing control landing), no bonus is awarded if after rebound lands back, also 

remember if the gymnast stick landing with feet apart he has to bring  heels together, if he does not 

brings heels together he will get the bonus but have a deduction for landing with feet apart; 33 

gymnasts (almost 50 %) got the stick landing bonus but 12 of them had ‐0.1 ded. for feet apart. One 

gymnast repeated the vault (‐1.0 on SV). The lowest score was 7.8 and the highest 10.1 

Level 6   5 gymnasts where penalized  for bad running, 7 had problem with arm circle, 11 gymnasts with 

very poor repulsion , 9 gymnasts with bent and/or open legs problem, only 3 gymnasts got the stick 

landing bonus and only 2 got +0.1 virtuosity for good repulsion. The lowest score 8.6 and the highest 9.8 

Level 7    only 4 gymnasts had running deduction , only one with problem on arm circle, only one 

gymnasts got stick landing bonus. The vaults performed: Handspring   :4,  handspring 1/1  : none       , 

1/4 – ¼ : 1  ,Yamashita : 3  and Yamashita ½  : 6.  The lowest score 11.1 and the highest score 12.9 

Optional levels    

One level 8 and one level 10 missed the vault and they repeated a second attempt with ‐1.0 ded, only 

one level 10 tried a second vault but he was not eligible for bonus because the addition of both SV was 

not enough to get bonus, the reason: he planed to performe  Tuzck layout but he did a clear Tuzck pike 

(only 3.0 SV). Very significant that 6 gymnasts on level 8 (more than the 50%) had ‐1.0 deduction for fall, 

only two level 8 and one level 9 got bonus for stick landing.  

The lowest scores  level 8 : 10.1   level 9 : 10.85  level 10 : 10.85.                                                                   

The highest scores level 8 : 12.75  level 9 : 12.05  level 10 : 12.9 

 



The total of vaults executed                  level 8           level 9         level 10                                                               

level 8 :   4 front HS (2.0),  1 front HS ½ (2.4),  1 ft HS ft tuck (2.8),  3 Tuzc tuck (2.8), 1 Tuzc pike (3.0),      

1 Kaz layout  (4.4) 

Level 9 :  4 front HS (2.0),  1 Tuzc tuck (2.8),  1 Tuzc tuck ½ (3.2) ,  2 Tuzc pike (3.0) 

Level 10 : 1 Tuzc tuck (2.8),  2 Tuzc pike (3.0),  1 Tuzc layout (3.6),  1 Yurch layout  (3.6)               

 

Good luck to every body on the 2014 – 2015 season 

Wishing everybody a happy Holydays  

Antonio Juan  

FL SAL on vault 



JUDGES	CUP	2014	
	
PARALLEL	BARS	REPORT	(By	Diego	Estrada,	SAL)	
	
LEVEL	4:	(Only	Session	1)	
	
Total	#	of	gymnasts	=	36	
35	of	the	gymnasts	got	the	Bonus	for	the	Straddle	sit	hold.	Out	of	these	gymnasts	
only	5	did	short	holds.	
The	second	bonus	(Nominal	handstand	before	dismount)	was	only	awarded	to	3	
gymnasts.	
The	first	front	swing	and	the	1st	back	swing	after	the	straddle	sit	are	the	most	
problematic	in	terms	of	technique.	(Too	pike	in	the	front	and	too	arched	in	the	back.	
In	terms	of	swing	angles	requirement,	the	gymnasts	showed	reaching	them	in	about	
80%	of	the	times.	The	only	exception	is	the	last	back	swing	prior	to	dismount	where	
the	gymnast	must	reach	at	least	horizontal	prior	to	dismount.	20	gymnasts	lacked	of	
the	minimum	height	requirement	for	that	back	swing.	
	
LEVEL	5:	
	
Total	o#	of	gymnasts	=	71	
39	gymnasts	got	the	1st	bonus	(Front	uprise.)	However	85%	of	the	times	were	
deducted	for	lack	of	extension	and	bending	arms.		
The	second	bonus	(V	sit	hold	2sc)	was	given	to	only	14	gymnasts	=	20%.	
18	gymnasts	who	did	L	sit	were	short	on	their	holds.	=	25%	
The	3rd	bonus	(Nominal	handstand	hold	2sc	prior	to	dismount)	was	given	to	only	6	
gymnasts.	=	8%	
In	general	terms,	gymnasts	in	these	level	are	showing	better	body	position	on	the	
swings,	however	they	are		lacking	of	enough	height(horizontal)	in	the	last	4	swings	
prior	to	dismount.	
	 	
	
LEVEL	6:	 	
	
Total	#	of	gymnasts=	24		
1st	bonus	(Moy	to	Support	or	giant)	only	given	to	2	gymnasts	=	8%.	Both	of	them	did	
Moy.	
2nd	Bonus	(Front	uprise)	was	given	to	22	gymnasts	=	92%	
3rd	bonus	(Press	to	HS	2sc)	was	only	given	to	4	gymnasts	=	16%	
Critical	parts	of	the	routine	were	the	press	to	horizontal	or	higher	and	the	dismount.	
The	press	was	deducted	with	medium	and	large	deductions	for	not	reaching	the	
min.	height	in	13	gymnasts	=	54%.	While	the	dismount	had	medium	and	large	
deductions	in	12	gymnasts	=	50%	
	
	



	
LEVEL	7:	
	
Total	#	of	gymnasts	=	14	gymnasts	
1st	Bonus	(Moy,	giant	or	peach	to	straight	arm	support)	given	to	7	gymnasts	=	50%	
2nd	Bonus	(Stuctzkehre)	was	not	performed	at	all.	
3rd	Bonus	(Piruette)	was	given	to	3	gymnasts	=	21%	however	it	was	attempted	by	6	
gymnasts	
4th	Bonus	(Back	or	Front	½)	was	given	to	4	gymnasts	=	28%	
	
LEVEL	8:	
	
Total	#	of	gymnasts	=	10	
Only	2	gymnast	fulfill	the	4	element	groups	requirement	=	20%.	
The	rest	of	the	gymnasts	had	3	element	groups	and	partial	credit	for	dismount.	
The	highest	start	value	was	13.00.	
	
LEVEL	9:	
	
Total	#	of	gymnasts	=	8	
Only	2	gymnast	fulfill	the	5	element	groups	requirement	=	25%.	
6	gymnasts	had	partial	credit	for	dismount	and	2	other	gymnasts	missed	the	upper	
arm	element	group	and	the	“basket”	element	group.	
Highest	star	value	was	13.6	
	
LEVEL	10:	
	
Total	#	of	gymnasts	=	6,	however	only	4	competed	
Competing	gymnasts	fulfilled	the	5	element	groups	requirement	=	100%.	
Highest	star	value	was	14.9	
	
	



2014 Florida Judges’ Cup 
Apparatus Report 

Horizontal Bar 
 

 
Level 10 - 3 gymnasts 

 
Scores 
 High Ave. Low 
SV 15.1 13.8 12.1 
Execution Deductions 2.1 1.8 1.3 
Final Score 12.8 12.1 11.5 
 

Level 9 - 8 gymnasts 
 

Scores 
 High Ave. Low 
SV 13.0 11.9 8.9 
Execution Deductions 2.7 0.95 1.9 
Final Score 11.95 6.8 10.0 

 
Level 8 - 9 gymnasts 

 
Scores 
 High Ave. Low 
SV 12.4 11.6 10.0 
Execution Deductions 2.5 1.8 0.6 
Final Score 11.3 9.8 7.8 
 

 
Execution notes 

 
 Two gymnasts had bonus for C level release skills. 
 Routine construction is important!  Remember minimum of six skills (affected some) – 

and, sometimes simpler routines performed well will out score difficult routines 
performed poorly. 

 14 gymnasts (70%) only received partial dismount credit.  

 



Level 7 - 14 gymnasts 
 

High: 10.7  Low: 4.0  Average: 8.0 
 
Bonus 

 8 gymnasts (57%) performed a freehip to handstand for specified bonus #1. 
 3 gymnasts (21%) performed an endo for specified bonus #2. 
 2 gymnasts (14%) performed a stalder for specified bonus #3. 
 10 gymnasts (71%) performed a dismount from giants for specified bonus #4. 
 7 gymnasts (50%) received stick bonus. 

 
Executions notes 

 Landings! 
 Several were not ready for this level. 
 The freehip must be to handstand for specified bonus #1 – possible to get the bonus with 

angle deviation deductions as long as performed above 45 degrees. 
 In general, form and positions on giant swings needs some attention. 

 
 

Level 6 - 24 gymnasts 
 

High:  10.8  Low:  4.6  Average:  8.4 
 
Bonus 

 8 gymnasts (33%) performed one or two front giants for specified bonus #1.  
 11 gymnasts (46%) performed one or two back giants for specified bonus #2. 
 8 gymnasts (33%) performed a layout dismount for specified bonus #3. 
 9 gymnasts (38%) received stick bonus. 

 
Execution notes 

 Poor form/positions on the cast into the front baby giant. 
 Some gymnasts who received bonus #2 and/or #3 lost more in execution deductions than 

they earned from the bonus. 
 Dismount MUST be a layout to receive bonus – several gymnasts attempted a layout, but 

performed too piked.  No deduction, just will not be awarded specified bonus #3. 
 Landings! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Level 5 - 69 gymnasts 

 
High:  11.3  Low:  5.1  Average:  8.9 
 
Bonus 

 4 gymnasts (6%) performed the freehip circle for specified bonus #1. 
 30 gymnasts (43%) performed the kip immediate cast for specified bonus #2. 
 45 gymnasts (65%) performed the flyaway for specified bonus #3. 
 34 gymnasts (49%) received stick bonus.  

 
Execution notes 

 There must be a definite hip separation from the bar to receive specified bonus #1 – not 
many achieved this. 

 Swings are improved over previous years. 
 Form and body position during ½ turn generally had medium errors. 

 

 
Level 4 - 70 gymnasts 

 
High:  10.9  Low:  6.0  Average: 9.2 
 
Bonus 

 53 gymnasts (76%) performed the press handstand for specified bonus #1. 
 62 gymnasts (89%) performed the back handspring for specified bonus #2. 
 40 gymnasts (57%) received stick bonus. 

  
Execution notes 

 Overall, this group did fairly well. 
 Swings must be at least 45 degrees below horizontal. 
 There must be discernable distance between the hands and the bar on the hop. 
 Landings! 

 
If anyone has any further question or would like a complete analysis of their gymnast’s HB 
routine, please email me at adamhattersley@hotmail.com  
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Adam Hattersley 
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